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Introduction
T

he last 15 years have witnessed international events of historic proportion:
the eight-year Iran-Iraq war, the reflagging of tankers in the Arabian/Persian
Gulf, the colla~e of the Soviet Union, and Desert Storm. All these events have
occurred in or around the world's major oil fields. Yet, thus far, the impact of
these events on the flow and price of oil has beenminimal. Except for short periods, prices have remained low, creating market conditions detrimental to exporters and favorable to buyers. This has led to an atmosphereof complacency in the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), where it is
assumed that oil will be readily available in the future at current or even lower
prices.! Indeed, the watchword among refiners is KILL (keep inventory levels
low), as they seek to avert excessive price drops and to reduce carrying costs.2
However, a deeper look into trends in the world oil market suggeststhat the future
is uncertain for consumersand producersalike.
World oil demand is on a steady rise. In the long run, supply will catch up
with demand and oil prices will stabilize at a higher price. Competition, increasingly introduced in the world oil market by the advent of telecommunicationsand
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futures markets, will playa major role in eventually bringing the price to a
competitive level. In the interim, however, capital and capacity constraints will
render oil supply uncertain, leading to higher prices in the next decade. Current
projections also warn of increasing disparity in oil reserves and production
capacity among producing countries. This means that in the next two decades,
the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEq and Gulf producers in particular will become even more important. However, OPEC's declining
per-capita oil revenue may reduce its capacity for sufficient and timely expansion
of output and for creating spare capacity for crisis management. Foreign investment in most OPEC members faces institutional and political limitations.
Although the market itself and competition therein have had a significant role in
determining oil prices in the recent past, in the absenceof a new holistic approach
emphasizing regional and international cooperation, these constraining forces
could cause distortion in the working of oil markets!
This paper assessesthe pertinence of these trends in oil markets and offers
policy prescriptions. It provides secular trend analyses and explains various
enabling and disabling factors that affect both demand and supply. To accomplish its objectives, the paper relies, in part, on the assumptionsand projections of
the International Energy Agency (lEA), along with forecasts made by other organizations.4 Unless otherwise noted, data have been drawn from the 1995 edition of the lEA's World Energy Outlook. In that 1995 edition, the lEA presents
two new models for oil supply and demand forecasts, a capacity constraints case
(CC) and an energy-savings case (EC). The CC case assumes rising energy
prices while the EC case assumesthat production will become more efficient and
that more energy conservation will take place than earlier. In the subsequentsections, this study focuses on world oil demand and underlying assumptions, world
oil supply and constraining factors, the geopolitics of Middle East oil, and the
implications for international cooperation among participants in world oil market.

World Oil Demand and UnderlyingAssumptions
Despite a worldwide recession in the early 1990s and continued sluggish
growth in almost all of the major industrialized nations, global demand for oil has
remained strong, and there is considerable consensus in the oil industry about
significant growth in demand for oil over the next 20 years. The lEA expects
world oil demand to rise at an average rate of 1.5 percent (CC)/1.4 percent (EC)
per annum until 2010, when total demand is projected to reach 95.2 million
barrels per day (bId) in the capacity constraints case or 92.0 million bid in the
energy-savingscase or 86.0 million bid if the world economy grows more slowly.
It will soar to 77.3 million bid by the year 2000 from the 1995 level of 70 million
bid. World oil demand in 1992 was 67.4 million bid. According to the lEA,
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world oil demandgrowth will accelerateas we approach2010; for every year
between2005 and 2010, that demandwill increaseby almost1.9 million bId on
average,comparedwith an averageincreaseof just over1 million bId per annum
in the 1990s. The projectionsby OPECare muchlessoptimistic. In particular,
OPEC predictsa demandlevel of 73 million bId by the year2000, rising gradually to 79 million bId by 2010, assuminga slow-growingworld economy.Taking
the various forecastsinto account,one may suggesta world demandof some75
million bId by 2000and85 million bId by 2010(seetable1 and figure 1).
The growth in oil demandis unevengeographically.Between1992 and 2010,
oil demandin the rest of the world (ROW) is projectedby the lEA to grow at a
furious annualaveragerate of 3.9 percent(CC)/3.6 percent(EC) per annum,
considerablyfaster than that of OECD [0.9 percent (CC)/0.8 percent (EC)
annually] and the world as a whole [1.9 percent(CC)/1.7 percent(EC) a year].
Indeed,the OECDshareof world oil demandwill fall from about59.2 percentin
1992 to about49.7 (CC)/50.8(EC) percentin 2010. Over the sameperiod, the
ROW shareis expectedto rise from 27.7 percentto 39 (CC)/38.5 (EC) percent,
while that of the former Soviet Union (FSU) and Centraland EasternEuropean
countries(CEE) falls from 12.9 percentto 11.2 percent(CC)/I0.6 percent(EC).
Sometimebetween2005 and 2010, non-OECDoil consumptionwill exceedthat
of the OECD (table 1) becauseof the rapidly growingdemandin non-OECDregions. Rapid economicgrowth, urbanization,and increasedtransportationneeds
all contributeto the rising oil usagein the ROW countries.Moreover,as manyof
thesecountrieslack a gas infrastructure,gas demandis expectedto remainrelatively low, while the energydemandwill haveto be met by oil andsolid fuels.
Oil demandincreaseswill be especiallystrong in East Asia, particularly in
SouthKorea, China,and India. SouthKoreaconsumedless than0.6 million bId
in 1985;however,for 1995and2000 this figure is expectedto be 2.1 million bId
and 2.7 million bId, respectively.China and India, with their large populations,
are alsopoisedfor continuedstrongeconomicgrowth. As part of its rapid industrialization program,and with a populationof 1.2 billion, China plansto build a
"people'scar" by the end of the decade,which will significantlyincreaseenergy
consumptionthere.5China will becomea major importerof Gulf oil by the turn
of thecentury. It will pay for a large portion of this by more vigorouslymarketing weaponssystemsincludingto countriessurroundingthe Gulf. To appreciate
the long-termsignificanceof ChinaandIndia, considerthe following:
Presently, South Korea's annual per capita energy consumptionis 16.9 barrels per
head. In China and India they use less than a barrel a head,though their usageis up 33
percent and 50 percent, respectively, since 1985. Assuming that their per capita
consumptionrose to that of SouthKorea,and that their populationsincreasedat currently
projected rates,thesetwo countriesalone would needa total 119 million barrels of oil a
day. That's almostdouble the world's entire demandtoday.6
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Table1
OIL OU11..00K

TO 2010&

(in million barrels per day)

2000

1992
67.4

Oil demand
OECD

40.6

FSU/CEE

8.2

ROW

Stockchange
Oil supply
OECD

FSU/CEE
ROW

OPEC
Processinggains

18.4

0.2
67.4
19.8

2005

2010

2010Scenarios
High

ReferenceCase

cc

EC

~~~

Low

Low

77.3
42.8
7.7
26.5
0.3

84.6
44.2
8.6
31.5
0.3

95.2
48.3
10.1
36.5
0.3

92.0
47.5
9.2
35.0
0.3

105.1
50.6
11.9

86.0

102.0

45.7

52.5
10.2

42.3

31.2
0.3

39.0

77.3
15.2

84.6
14.5

92.0
17.5
10.0
13.2
49.4
1.9

105.1
21.0
56.6
1.9

86.0
21.0
10.7
14.9
37.5
1.9

102.0
17.5
10.0
13.2
59.4
1.9

0.3

8.8

0.3

10.6
26.3
1.5

21.1
31.0
1.7

21.5
37.5
1.8

95.2
21.0
10.7
14.9
46.7
1.9

39.0

40.1

44.3

49.1

53.7

53.9

43.6

58.2

29.6

24.7
54.0

35.0
66.7

9.2

8.3

9.3

10.7
14.9

OPECshare in total

supply(%)
Net OECD imports

20.8

27.3

(as % of demand)

51.2

64.0

28.9
67.0

27.3
56.5

30.0
63.2

Crude oil price
(per barrel in 1993$) 21.2

23.0

28.0

28.0

28.0

58.4

.OECD = Organizationfor Eronomic Cooperationand Development;FSU/CEE = former
Soviet Union/Centraland EasternEurope; ROW = rest of world; OPEC = Organizationof the
PetroleumExporting Countries;CC = capacityconstraintscase;EC = energy-savingscase.
Sources:Organizationfor Economic Cooperationand Development(OECD), International
EnergyAgency, World Energy Outlook(Paris: OECD, 1994and 1995).

The OECD's import de~ndencewill also grow from 51.2 ~rcent in 1992 to
56.5 (Cq/63.2 (Eq percent in 2010. In the FSU/CEE, consumptionand
productionwill both rise, but the net effectis likely to be that FSU exportswill
not reach their 1988 peak of 2 million bId before the turn of the century. As
consumptionof heavyfuel oil hasdeclined,less roomis now left for fuel switching and furtherconservation.The surgein nuclearpower capacityduringthe last
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two decadeshas also stalled. As one energy analyst put it: "The wave of conservation and substitution is largely over.,,7
Future growth in oil consumption will be in such light fuel products as gasoline, diesel, and heating oil. The transport sector is expected to lead the way in
almost all of the world's regions; in the OECD, it will grow at an average rate of
1.6 percent (CQ/1.4 percent (Eq per annum over the 1992-2010 period. In the
United States alone, an estimated 50 million more cars and trucks were on the
roads in 1995 than in 1979, and Americans were driving 750 million more miles
in 1995 than they did in 1979. Meanwhile, we are witnessing the return of gasoline guzzlers: sport vehicles and light trucks accounted for some 40 percent of
vehicles sales in the United States in 1994, compared to only 20 percent in 1980.
To get an even more dramatic picture for increased demand for gasoline in the
OECD, one also must consider the jump in demand for mini-vans and vans.
In Asia, too, the transport sector leads the demand for oil: in China, by the
year 2000, some 3 million vehicles will cruise the roads. The growing demand
for lighter oil, together with enacted fuel quality legislation, implies the necessity
of large investments in the refining sector globally. In the building sector, oil
demand is expected to decline over the 1992-2010 period in both the CC and the
EC cases, largely because of increased interfuel competition, where gas now
provides the major competition for space-heatingrequirements. In the OECD
industrial sector, oil demand will increase slightly between1992 and 2010, rising
by 0.1 percent (Cq/0.3 percent (EC). In other world regions, however, industry
demand for oil is expected to increase rapidly as industrialization advances.
These projections for the long-term outlook of world oil demand and its
regional distribution are based upon a number of assumptions about growth
trends in the world economyand population, technological advances in the use of
possible oil substitutes and interfuel competition, energyand fuel efficiency, environmental and energy taxation policies in major oil-consuming countries, and
public policies designedto conserve energy. Note that these assumptions are not
inclusive or mutually exclusive, a fact that makes demand projections very
complex and capricious. Nor do the various factors underlying oil demand have
equal influence. For example, projections of oil demand and supply in the long
term are particularly sensitive to real price assumptions. While lower prices tend
to stimulate demand, they are not very appealing to producers and vice versa.
Similarly, environmental movements are changing the world's approach to
economic development, while new political-economic forces are redefining environmental safety needs. Finally, changes in the world economic structure or
income distribution can have a major impact on oil demand. True, rapidly growing high-tech industries are not energy intensive and can also exacerbate the
uneven distribution of income, depressing oil demand even further. Overall,
however, becausethe absolute income of poorer groups will increase-leading to
increased energy consumption-the net impact on oil demand will be positive.
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Oil Price Optimtits and P~imtits: Investors must adopt a long-term view of
oil prices before making costly fixed investment decisions. The same is true for
governments seeking to implement policies that ensure long-term political stability and economic growth. Oil analysts make assumptions about future oil prices
and use them to predict demand. These assumptions are deduced from historical
trends, available excesscapacity, and forecasters' subjective perspectives on how
various participants in the oil market will behave in the forecastperiod. Projected
demand and supply are then used to affirm the reasonablenessof price assumptions. In more dynamic models, forecasters alternate between different pricedemand assumptions to arrive at reasonable figures for both variables. In other
words, it is not always correct to assumeone a dependentvariable and the other
an independentvariable. Excess capacity is usually considered among the most
important factors in the projection of oil prices. Table 2 gives an indication of the
relationship between output capacity and prices over the 1985-1995 period.
Of the six published forecasts(reference cases)reviewed by John Lichtblau for
the periods 1991-2000 and 2000-2010, five indicate increases for both periods in
real prices, ranging from moderate to steep; one predicts flat real prices.8 In 1992
dollars, the average of the six forecasts is $23 per barrel for 2000 and $29 per
barrel for 2010.9
These price optimists base their forecasts on trends in growing demand for
world oil and are pessimistic about OPEC's ability or drive to expand output and
build the required spare capacity in the medium term. They argue that as demand
for oil increases, OPEC will aim to collect the high rents it reaped in the early
1980s; otherwise, OPEC will be short of capital to expand capacity, while the
outlook for foreign investment remainslimited in the medium term.
In sharp contrast to these "capacity pessimists," the Washington-basedEnergy
Security Analysis, Inc. (ESA!) assumesreal prices (in 1993 dollars) to fall, averaging below $15 a barrel in 2000-2010 period. This price pessimism is also
shared by other "capacity optimists" who maintain that oil prices will slowly
decline in real terms between2005 and 2010 as OPEC's expansion projects begin
operation.l0 Among them is the American Petroleum Institute, which maintains
that there will always be enough oil for the rising demand. One relatively new
theory even suggests that depleting reservoirs are replenishing themselves from
hitherto unknown deeper reserves. That is beside the point; what counts is
whether and how rapidly the reserves could be brought on stream to meet
demand. Even at lower prices, capacity optimists argue, OPEC will respond to
the call on its oil because of huge reserves, lower production costs, increasing
need for revenue, and the diminished expectation of OPEC members for high
rents.
The analyses in this paper are based on a somewhat optimistic price outlook,
close, but not identical, to the assumptions made in lEA's 1995 World Energy
Outlook (CC and EC cases). Real oil prices (in 1993 dollars) are assumed to
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Table2
WORW EXCESS CAPACITY AND OIL PRICE, 1985-1995

Year
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

1993
1994
1995

ExcessCapacity
(million barrelsper day)

10.2
9.2
8.5
6.8
5.5
2.1
0.6

1.4
4.2
4.3
4.5

Price
(U.8.S per barrel)
27.99
15.05
19.19

15.98
19.68
24.52

21.54
20.57
18.60
16.50
17.50

Source:B. Tippee, "Questions Cloud Outlook for Oil Production Capacity Growth in the
Middle East," Oil and GasJournal, July 11,1994,p. 35.

rise from $17 per barrel in 1994 to $25 per barrel by 2005, less than the lEA
figure of $28 per barrel for the year (CC case), and then remain flat to 2010
(table 3 and figure 2). To compare, in real terms, the assumed price of $25 per
barrel is less than half the level of the 1981 price peak and slightly below the
average real price between 1970 and 1990. Indeed, in real terms, oil has not been
this cheap since 1973. This situation cannot be sustained. The lEA figure for the
EC case assumes real oil prices to rise to $18 per barrel by 2000 and remain
constant through 2010. At a price far below $18 per barrel, oil demand becomes
unsustainable given there will be less enthusiasm for a rapid supply increase,
while for a constant price of about $18 per barrel, given rising demand, a few
producers would have to increase output significantly and without an extended
time lag. This is unlikely because of the enormous and immediate financial
commitment that such a strategy entails. Only a reasonably high price can
stimulate investment to rapidly expand production. It must be pointed out that
OPEC assumes a position between these two extremes of pessimism and optimism but does not wish to explicitly announce its future price assumptions.
Pressure on prices in the short term will not be significant because major
producers, namely, Saudi Arabia and Iran, are more concemed with their market
share than with prices levels. In the medium term, upward pressure on prices will
increase as the need for additional production grows and OPEC's spare capacity
declines in the absence of significant new investments. This price pressure will
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Table3
PRICE ASSUMP110NS, 1990-2010
(in 1993U.S. dollarsper barrel)

Pessimist
Optimist -CC
Optimist -EC

casea
casea

1990

1993

2000

2005

2010

27.59

18.48

19.81

15.42

24.33
24.33

16.39
16.39

23.00
18.00

28.00

14.11
28.00
18.00

18.00

'CC = capacityconstraintscase;EC = energy-savingscase.
Sources:EnergySecurityAnalysis,Inc. (ESAI), Oil at the Turn of the Century,ESAI's LongTerm Outlook on the World Oil Market: 1993-2003 (Washington,D.C.: ESAI, 1994) for the
pessimistcaseand Organizationfor Economic Cooperationand Development(OECD), International EnergyAgency,World Energy Outlook(Paris: OECD, 1995)for the optimist case.

occur even if the required expansion is expected to come mainly from the Middle
East and Venezuela, where return on investments is good even at a price of
around $12 a barrel. Oil prices in the past have not been determined by the cost
of production in OPEC states; rather, the least efficient producers in the United
States and North Sea have determined prices, helping OPEC to reap a superprofit. 11
The price of oil will rise in the next decade for five reasons: (1) a possible time
lag between capacity expansion and growing demand; (2) increased OPEC ability
to control members' quotas as a result of excess capacity erosion; (3) Saudi
Arabia's declining ability and unwillingness to glut the oil market and thus keep a
lid on prices as in the past (the Kingdom's debt is put at $70 billion); (4) the U.S.
use of oil as a weapon against Iraq, Iran, and Libya; and (5) increased vulnerability to unforeseenshocks and disruptions in the absenceof excesscapacity.
As one analyst put it, "Show me a 15-year period where there wasn't an
anomalous event in the Middle East that caused prices to rise.',12 In the long
term, a cap on oil prices may result from new investments, improvements in technology, development of substitutes, increased competition in the world oil market,
demand-dampening environmental pressures, the inevitable return of Iraqi
exports, and exports from FSU.
The assumedincrease in the oil price should not imply a lack of market volatility. Oil markets have always been erratic as supply and demand fluctuate.
Recent growth of telecommunications, permitting improved information transparency, and the emergence of a futures market, allowing a better spread of risk,
might help reduce instability to a degree. Nonetheless, as the lEA has aptly
obselVed:
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The weakenedlink betweencrude oil prices and prices of oil productsto consumers,
causedto a large extentby the high tax componentlevied on many productsin the OECD
countries,has led to an oil demand that is rather insensitive to changesin the price of
crude oil, This dampensthe demandside responsiveness
to price changesand, if spare
production capacityis reduced,it is possible that volatility will increaseover the projec,
'
tlon penod ,13

In short, the lEA's assumedupward pressureon oil prices is premisedon
extrapolatingthe dynamicsof the oil marketsince 1970 over the outlook period.
This may prove a poor basis for future price trends if market forces in the
globalizedoil industrycontinueto gain prominenceat the expenseof politics in
the comingyears.
Economic and Population Growth: While the world economyas a whole was
in recession in 1980s and has remained sluggish, there is agreement among oil
analysts that over the next 10 years economic growth will average between 2.5 to
3.5 percent per annum. In 1992, world gross domestic product (GDP) was about
$18.5 trillion (in 1987 dollars); it is expected to increase to about $31.7 tnllion
by 2010. With a population growth rate of about 1.4 percent, this growth
scenario will translate into some per-capita gains (table 4). While a few of the
factors contributing to the recent recession will continue to stay with the world
economy, including the maturation of most OECD economies and reduced defense
spending, others may diminish in influence when the current transitional period of
major adjustments ends. In particular, hopes are raised that economies in the
FSU and Eastern European countries will normalize, the tight-money, anti-inflationary monetary policies in the Group of Seven(G- 7) will end, and deterioration
in government, business,and consumerbalance sheetswill cease.14
As the presentsluggishnessis not worldwide or evenly distributed across various national economies, prospects for future recovery are dissimilar for different
parts of the globe (table 4). OECD economic growth has been slow and is
unlikely to exceed an average of 2.5 percent per year over the next 15 years.
OECD Pacific, which increased at 4.0 percent per year from 1971 to 1992, is
assumedto grow at a base-line rate of just 2.7 percent per annum over the 19922010 period. In the long term, North America and OECD Europe will also grow
slowly, at just over 2.5 percent (base-line case) annually. Notwithstanding these
low growth rates and a decline in their share of world GDP (from 68 percent in
1994 to 61 percent in 2010), OECD members will make gains in per-capita
income, given their population growth rates, presently less than 1 percent and
lower in the future.
Fortunately for producers, growth prospects are bright for a number of countries outside OECD, notably China and East Asian nations. China's current
double-digit growth rate is expectedto decline, but if domestic conditions remain
unchanged,the country would still grow at about 6 to 8 percent per year over the
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Table4
AVERAGE ANNUAL ECONOMIC AND POPULAllON GROwm RATES
ASSUMPTIONS, 1971-1992 AND 1992-2010.
(in percent)
1971-1992
Economic Population
Growth
Growth

OECD

FSU

2.8
0.6

ROW

4.2

World

2.9

0.9
0.8
2.1
1.8

1992-2010
EconomicGrowth
Reference
High

2.5

2.8

1.3
5.3
3.1

2.1

Low

6.2

2.1
0.6
4.3

35

2.5

Population
Growth

0.6
0.6
1.7
1.4

.OECD = Organizationfor Economic Cooperationand Development;FSU = former Soviet
Union; ROW = rest of world.
Sources: Organization for Economic Cooperationand Development (OECD), Economic
Outlook (Paris: OECD, 1993) and InternationalEnergy Agency, World Energy Outlook (Paris:
OECD, 1995); United Nations, World Population Prospects1990 (New York: United Nations,
1992); World Bank, Global Economic Prospectsand the Developing Countries (Washington,
D.C.: World Bank, 1993), World Tables(Washington,D.C.: World Bank, 1993),and Trends in
DevelopingEconomies(Washington,D.C.: World Bank, 1993).

next 15 years. East Asia is also assumedto grow by about 6 percent per annum
over the same period. Overall, the Asia-Pacific developing countries are expected
to increase their share in world GDP from 11 percent in 1994 to around 17
percent in 2010. Slower population growth rates in these parts of the world (less
than 2 percent), given the predicted economic growth, Will translate into large percapita gains. However, this rapid growth may slow if oil prices increase too
rapidly. Africa's GDP is expected to rise by 3.7 percent per annum but, given
rapid population growth of 2.7 percent, per-capita income is expectedto rise only
modestly. However, economiesand per-capita income in other developing countries are expected to grow at higher rates than in Africa but substantially below
the rates for SoutheastAsia.
Economic and political prospects for the successorstates of the FSU remain
largely unpredictable. The available historical data, collected when these economies were centrally planned, provide little information about their likely behavior in a market environment. The substantial changesintroduced since 1991 have
not always pointed in one direction. The FSU as a whole is expectedto grow at a
rate of 1.3 percent a year over the 1992-2010 period, and this growth trend is not
expected to change the region's share in world GDP (8 percent in 1994). Yet, the
FSU is very important for a comprehensive global energy outlook -the Soviet
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Union was for many years the single largest producerand the secondlargest
consumerof energyin theworld.
Interfuel Com~tition-On
Su~itutes: The required oil production capacity is in part detennined by demand for non-fossil-fuel power generation. At
present, oil accounts for some 40 percent of world energy demand. Comparable
figures for nuclear and hydro energies are 6.6 and 2.5 percent, respectively.
OECD non-fossil-fuel power generation and nuclear capacities are projected to
increase by average growth rates of 1 percent and 0.7 percent over the 1991-2010
period, respectively. Similar to the OECD, nuclear power in FSU/CEE will
remain limited given safety problems, economic restructuring, inadequate investment, and declining trade in nuclear fuel. Overall, nuclear power-generating
capacity in the region is assumedto increase by about 0.8 percent per year over
the 1991-2010 period. In the rest of the world, nuclear capacity will increase
slightly and only in a few countries. Here, the West's concern with nuclear
proliferation is a major obstacle to the development of nuclear energy.
The expected growth in hydroelectric capacity in the DECO is 1 percent
annually, and the capacity of other renewable sources of electricity generation is
assumedto increase by 8 percent a year to 2010. Despite the high growth of the
latter electricity source, its overall contribution will remain small. In OECD
Europe, Turkey has the most ambitious plans for the development of hydroelectric power, aiming to triple its capacity by 2010. In the rest of the world, hydroelectric capacity is assumedto increase by 5.1 percent annually. Coal has increasingly fallen out of favor beCauseof its low efficiency and environmental consequences. The only real challenge that oil faces in the next century is natural gas,
which could replace oil as the dominant energy source sometime in the first half
of the next century if no major obstacles hinder its development. It must be
noted, however, that the world natural gas reserves are extremely unevenly
distributed across the globe with Russia and Iran together accounting for about
50 percent of global reserves (about 34 and 15 percent, respectively). Both
countries are short of capital and face impediments to attracting foreign investment. In sum, the trends in growth rates of possible oil substitutes indicate that
by 2010, the share of oil in electricity generation will decline but not sufficiently
to bring a major change in oil demand.

Energy and Fuel Eff"lCiency:New powerplants,be theysolid-fired, oil-fired,
or gas-fired,are moreefficient, thus increasingthe overall power generationefficiencyas theyare broughton line during the 1991-2010span. Electricity distribution losses,which in many regions can be substantial,are also assumedto
decline. However,in the final analysis,energysaved from theseimprovements
will nothavea major impacton demandfor oil. For that to happen,suchsavings
would haveto come from a reducedpropensityto consumeoil and this is better
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measured (some say, superficially) by the long-term gross national product
(GNP)/oil growth ratio. This ratio, which relates oil demand to economic growth,
will improve in many parts of the world as we approach the 21st century.
Between 1970 and 1992, the ratio averaged2:1 in North America, 3:1 in Europe,
2.5:1 in OECD Pacific, close to 1:1 in developing countries, and 2:1 for the world
as a whole (weighted average). Over the period 1986-1992, this weighted ratio
increased to 3:2 as oil prices declined and conservation measures were relaxed.
The ratio is expected to stay in that range over the next decade, after which time
it may move back toward 2:1 in responseto conservation measures or the introduction of alternative fuels. In OECD members, given their ratios and in the
absenceof serious supply interruptions, it is unlikely that "command and control"
measuresto reduce energy consumption in the medium term will be adopted. In
the long term, however, as dependency on oil imports grows and pressure for
environmental safety increases, legislation aimed at reducing energy consumption
will most likely be enacted.
The GNP/oil ratio of newly industrialized countries (NICs), particularly China
and India, is the most critical variable affecting the long-term oil demand outlook.
These and other developing nations are thirsty for oil due to rising manufacturing
activity, population growth, and life-style changes. Most of these countries are
unlikely to introduce command and control measuresin the medium term because
of their plans for rapid economic growth, a relative lack of public concern for the
environment, and the high cost of implementing environmental measures.
However, some of the high-growth nations are concerned with the balance-ofpayments consequencesof rising oil imports. For example, both the Chinese and
Indian governments have demonstrated a willingness to adopt command and
control policies that directly cut oil consumption in the name of fiscal austerity.
This phenomenonis likely to be repeated on numerous occasions over the next 30
years in other oil-importing developing countries. Although energy efficiency in
these countries will follow the same trajectory as in the major industrialized
nations, it will exhibit a considerable amount of gap and time lag.
Taxation and Environmental Policies: The most likely factor affecting oil
markets in the long term is public policy designedto discourage energy consumption. This objective will be attained by devising measureslike energy taxes that
will yield a fiscal impact (reduce imports, increase tax income) or an environmental impact (reduce or sanitize end-use consumption). The driving force
behind energy taxes in the major industrialized countries through the end of this
century is likely to be revenue needs and environmental considerations. Thereafter, the prime reason for imposing these taxes might be concerns over rising
dependency on imported oil or the environment. The distinction between these
two sets of motives is important because in the latter case, tax increases might be
augmented by regulations mandating conservation.
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The environmentally inspired regulation of oil consumption is complicated.
Governments can tax the consumption of petroleum products, in which case the
distinction between revenue-raisingtaxes and environmental taxes is often blurred
by political expediency, or they can use fuel content and emission standards, in
which case the cost of compliance passed on to the consumer is hard to quantify
in advance.IS Notwithstanding this difficulty, it is certain that environmental
controls on consumption will raise the cost to the consumer and reduce demand
for environmentally harmful fuels. A gradual increase in energy taxes, primarily
on transportation fuels, is expected in the years ahead. Other forms of energy
taxes, such as a carbon tax, are also likely to be adopted. However, the pace of
these tax increases can accelerate if the major consuming countries perceive a
rising vulnerability to growing import penetration and/or possible supply
disruptions.
As long as these tax increasesare gradual, they will have only a small effect on
global oil consumption. A significantly large transportation fuel tax is not
expected in the United States in this decade. Therefore, consumption of light fuel
products is expected to rise in the years ahead in the United States, particularly
because of concern for higher efficiency. This is also true in a number of other
major consuming countries where taxes are already very high, and small future
increases will be marginal. Higher taxes or the elimination of current government
subsidies on oil are also likely to exert an upward pressure on energy prices in
some developing nations. However, the dampening effect that these measureswill
have on demand is expected to be more than offset by other factors such as rapid
population increases, expanding manufacturing activity, and continued strong
economic growth.
Environmental concerns are unlikely to disappear. Indeed, lEA projections
show that world carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions will increase from 21.6 billion
tons in 1990 to 30.7 billion tons (CQ/28.2 billion tons (Eq in 2010. While
OECD countries will account for some of the increased emissions, most of the
increase will be generated by ROW countries. Significant progress has already
beenmade in sanitizing oil consumption in industrialized nations as the number of
environmental regulations has been rapidly expanded. This trend is likely to
continue. Developing countries, on the other hand, are caught between rapid
industrialization and the goal of sustainable development (clean growth). It is
necessaryto examine these nations' record of public policy individually. Yet,
even in countries where environmental laws are lax, regulation will constrain
long-term oil demand growth. However, because public policy evolves slowly,
the impact of anti-oil policy will only be marginal in the next 10 years. It will
have a greater impact later in the next century, particularly as increased environmental regulations begin to substantially increase investment needed to comply
with them and as natural gas begins to assume prominence among alternative
energy sources.
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World Oil Supplyand ConstrainingForces
There are about 900 billion barrels (some project 1,010 billion barrels) of
proven reserves in the ground, of which about 700 billion barrels belong to OPEC
(table 1, figures 3, 4, and 5). As proven reservesare determined relative to available technology and economic conditions, their level is being constantly revised
upward as the world economy grows and new and more sophisticated production
techniques are introduced (the latter largely affecting reserves in the North Sea,
Canada, and the United States). Indeed, for the world oil supply to continue
expanding, producers must increasingly "go into more unexplored areas, more
frontier areas, deeperwaters, rougher terrain, weaker political systems.',16
The crucial difference between the non-OPEC reserves and those of OPEC is
that the former are harder to access, especially in the medium term, cost more to
produce, or face a shortage of capital. In many non-OPEC producers, the higher
output cost is due to a smaller resource base and an already lower average
reserve-to-production (RIP) ratio. Capital shortage results because many nonOPEC developing countries are populous; the small volumes of oil produced there
are largely or wholly consumed, leaving very little or none for export. Under this
condition, foreign investment is the only option, but with the high cost, risk, and
regulatory constraints involved, foreign investors have shown increasingly less
attraction to these fields.
Not all non-OPEC producers face similar problems. They can be divided into
three categories: those with RIP ratios less than 10; those with R/P ratios of 10 to
20; and those with RIP ratios over 20. The first group (e.g., United States,
United Kingdom, Canada, Argentina, and Syria) involves oil sites that are very
mature (RIP ratios under 10); only the most costly and sophisticated recovery
techniqueshave arrested a major decline in production. U.S. crude oil output has
fallen by some i.8 million bId in the past eight years while U.S. demand has risen
by 1.4 million bId. The gap between demand and supply in the United States
would have been greater had it not been for the introduction of such cost-cutting
measuresas improved technology and downsizing since the 1980s.
Meanwhile, increased competition has reduced the profit margin, making new
investments increasingly risky. In the year 2000, Alaska will produce about 50
percent of its 1988 level as its main fields in Prudhoe Bay have begun to fade. In
Canada, the Hibernia Oil Development project, at a total cost of almost U.S.$ 12
billion, is by no means economical at current prices ($18-$19 per barrel):
production there is expected to reach 125,000 barrels a day, and may continue for
another 10 to 15 years as long as the Canadian government continues to pay
subsidies to the U.S.-Canadian joint ventuie developing the field. Britain's North
Sea fields likely will reach their peak production of 2.7 million bId in 1996.
Already the original 12 fields yield only 30 percent of their peak output and the 5
large newer fields that began operation in 1990 have since fallen by 18 percent.
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Figure 4
WORLD OIL PRODUCI10N DISl'RmUnON,
(in percent)

1993

Figure5
WORLD PROVEN OIL RESERVESDISTRIBUllON, 1993
(in percent)

Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
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In the second grouping are the countries that are maturing quickly (RIP ratios
are between 10 and 20) and may have only a few more years of modest growth in
output before their production declines: Norway, Colombia, Brazil, Oman,
Malaysia, and Egypt. Although technological development has helped these
nations to continue output at an economically reasonable cost, they may soon
curtail, if not close, many operations if cost soars and production becomesuneconomical. For example, Norway's North Sea fields will maintain production for
the next few years but could experiencea decline. Colombia is the best hope in
South America; its Cusiana field, which came on stream in 1994, is expected to
produce 200,000 bId by the year 2000.
The third category includes countries where the resource base is still quite
large, with RIP ratios over 20, but where economic and political hurdles restrain
development, for example, the FSU, Vietnam, India, Mexico, Yemen, and, to a
lesser degree, China and Tunisia. Production in the Gulf of Mexico, which
reached over 1 million bId in 1971, is experiencing a gradual decline despite
expensive interventions. Oil output in the FSU in 1994 was below 7.5 million
bId, down from a peak of 12.5 million bId in 1988. This is expected to fall
further over the medium term before picking up after 2005. The net effect of a
rise in both production and domestic consumption would indicate that FSU
exports will not reach their 1988 peak of 2 million bId before the turn of the
century, and that exports from the region may stabilize around that figure
between 2005 and 2010. Russia and Kazakhstan are net exporters but production there has suffered as efforts by firms like Chevron have run into political and
infrastructural hurdles. The Azerbaijan International Operating Consortium
(AIOC) faces a problem finding an efficient transport route; the most viable route
is through Iran, but it has been rejected because of opposition from the United
States.
Given these limitations, the lEA expects that non-OPEC production between
1992 and 2010 will increase by 7.4 million bId in the CC case, but only by about
1.5 million bId in the EC case. Increases in countries such as Kazakhstan,
Colombia, or Brazil will offset declines in the United States and eventually in the
North Sea. The expectation in the 1980s that China would become a major oil
exporter has faded; demand overtook supply (some 3 million bId) in 1993. By the
year 2005, China will need to import some 2 million bId. During the same 19922010 period, however, the call on OPEC crude is expected to rise by 20.4 million
bId (CC)/23.1 million bId (EC) (see table 1 and figure 6, which gives Venezuela
and Middle East). Can OPEC respond to the call on its oil in the medium term?
The potential is certainly there when OPEC's proven reserves are considered
(table 5 and figure 7). However, its members may fail to respond adequately to
the demand given the rapid growth of domestic energy consumption in almost all
their economies,the pace of oil demand growth, the size of the call on OPEC oil,
the organization's current capacity utilization rate of about 90 percent, and the
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Figure6
OIL SUPPLY OF MillDLE BASI AND VENEZUELA
AS PERCENT OF WORLD SUPPLY, 1991-2010

current lukewarm attitude toward new investments in capacity expansion (table 6,
figures 8 and 9). As for domestic consumption, Indonesia, for example, now consumes some 65 percent of its oil, compared with 40 percent in 1985; Iran may,
indeed, become a net importer of oil products if the current growth rate of domestic energy consumption (about 7 percent a year) persists into the next decade.
(Note that all OPEC producers subsidize domestic energy prices substantially).
What is even more alarming is the fact that in the medium term, no remedy is
in sight for the high rate of capacity utilization within OPEC; the problem is
expected to persist even if Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Venezuelawere to expand
capacity as planned, and if Iraq were to resume exports by 1996. It is thus critical that oil analysts develop a comprehensiveprospective about possible capacity
expansion by OPEC at the turn of the century.
Saudi Arabia's total capacity is expected to reach 10 million bId in 1996 and
expand to 12 million bId by 2000, assuming favorable market conditions and
Saudi finances. The new Shayba oil field has cost the Kingdom some $2.5 billion
and is expected to yield 500,000 bId of crude in 1999. The expected slow
responseby Saudi Arabia is due to prices prevailing through 1995, which are too
low to warrant a faster increase. Apart from Saudi Arabia and Iraq, Iran has the
most potential to expand production, but it is currently experiencing economic
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Table5
WORLD OIL DIS1RIBUllON, 1993

(in billion barrels)

OPEC totalb
SaudiArabia
IraqC

Iran
Venezuela
Kuwait
United Arab Emirates
Libya
Nigeria
Indonesia

Algeria
Qatar

Former Soviet Union total
Russia
Kazakhstan
Azerbaijan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan
Otherstotal
United States
Mexico
China
Canada
Norway
United Kingdom

Egypt

Brazil
India
Oman
Malaysia
Australia
Colombia
Romania
Tunisia
Yemen
Ecuador
Angola
Brunei
Trinidad
Grand total

8.90
2.98
0.16

699.7
261.2
100.0
63.Qd

0.85
0.68
0.80
0.50
0.69
0.48
0.27
0.16

63.3
96.5
56.2

1.33

2.87

2.55
0.18
0.08
0.04
0.02
8.84
2.52
0.97
1.06
0.61
0.82
0.68
0.33
0.23
0.19
0.28
0.23
0.19
0.16
0.05
0.04
0.08
0.12
0.18
0.06
0.04
20.61

79
88
625

47
74
142
70

22.8
17.9
5.8

46
26

3.8
55.4
49.0

24

9.2
3.3
1.3
1.5
0.3

135.1
23.7
27.4
24.0
5.1
9.3
4.6
6.3
3.6
5.9

4.7
4.3
1.6
1.9
1.6
1.7
4.0
2.0
1.5
1.4
0.5

827.2

12
34

19
19
18
16
38
15
15
9
28
23
8

11
7

19
16
31
17
19
8

12
32
43

50
17
8
23

12
43

.RIP = reserves-to-production
ratio (provenreservesdivided by currentproduction).
bOPEC= Organizationof the PetroleumExporting Countries.
~raqi productionis constrainedsince 1991 by United Nationssanctions.
dTheIranian Oil Ministry putsthe figure at 93 billion barrels.
Source:Compiled by the author from various sourcesincluding Geopolitics of Energy, July
1993 and July 1994; Energy SecurityAnalysis, Inc. (ESAI), Oil at the Turn of the Century,
ESAl's Long-Tenn Outlook on the World Oil Market: 1993-2003 (Washington,D.C.: ESAI,
1994),p. 9; Oil and Gas Journal, July 11,1994.
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Figure7
PROVEN OIL RESERVES DISTRIBUllON OF 11IE ORGANIZAll0N
PETROLEUM EXPORllNG COUNTRIES (OPEC), 1993
(in percent)

OF 11IE

Rest oCOPEC
9

United Arab Emirates
8

Saudi Arabia
37

Kuwait

14

Venezuela
9

Iran
9

Iraq

14

Table6
ORGANIZAll0N

OF nIB PETROLEUM EXPORllNG COUN1R1ES (OPEC)
PRODUC110N CAPACITY, 1994-2010
(in million barrels per day)
Spare

Country
Iran
Iraq
Kuwait
Qatar
SaudiArabia
United Arab Emirates
Algeria
Gabon
Libya
Nigeria
Venezuela
Indonesia
Total OPEC
Total world

1994

1998

3.80

4.50
1.50
2.75
0.45
10.50

0.60
20.75
0.45
9.60
2.50
0.80
0.32
1.40
2.10
3.10
1.35
28.77

2.60
0.90
0.35
1.60
2.20
3.40
1.30
29.30

2003

2010&

Capacity

1994

4.80
3.50

4.50

0.30

5.50

0.05

3.10

3.50

0.45
12.00
2.60

0.60
12.00
3.50

0.75
0.06
1.60
0.33

0.90

1.00

0.05

0.35
1.50
2.20
4.00

0.40

1.10

1.00

0
0.03
0.15
0.65
0.03

36.50

40.00

4.00

2.00
2.50
3.50

4.30

aDatain this column may not be comparableto the rest of the table given different assumptions for the projections.
Sources:EnergySecurityAnalysis,Inc. (ESAI), Oil at the Turn ofthe Century,ESAI's LangTenn Outlook on the World Oil Market: 1993-2003 (Washington,D.C.: ESAI, 1994), and B.
Tippee, "QuestionsCloud Outlook for Oil ProductionCapacityGrowth in the Middle East," Oil
and Gas Journal, July 11, 1994,p. 35.
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Figure8

PRODUCIlON DISTRIBU110N OF mE ORGANlZAll0N OF mE PETROLEUM
EXPORllNG COUNTRIES (OPEC), 1993
(in percent)
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Figure9
U11UZAll0N

OF CAPACITY OF 11IE ORGANlZAll0N OF 11IE PElROLEUM
EXPORllNG COUN1RIES (OPEC), 1987-2003
(in percent)
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woes that, besides Iraq, are the worst in the region. Iran's gas injection program
could increase capacity to 5 million bId before 2000, but new investment has to
come from foreign sources as the country's debt burden is substantial at present.
Venezuela has huge reserves and can expand capacity if economic conditions
allow. The country is likely to increase capacity to 4.5 million bId by the end of
the century. Kuwait has restored production to over 2 million bId and has great
potential for expansion. The country is expected to increase output beyond its
prewar level by around 1997. Several other OPEC producers, such as Libya and
Nigeria, can eke out more crude, but those increases will be relatively modest
given capital shortages.
The only other significant capacity expansion will be the return of Iraq to the
market. Iraq has the potential to increase supply gradually to over 3 million bId
by 2000, if United Nations sanctions are lifted and necessaryrepairs are made to
the infrastructure. However, Iraq's return to prewar levels will be slowed because
of the unwillingness of the United Nations to lift the embargo entirely or swiftly,
largely because of U.S. policy. Export point constraints in the Gulf and the pipelines through Kurdishffurkish territories and through Saudi Arabia will further
hinder Iraq's recovery. While export capacity in the Gulf is presently limited to 1
million bId, the pipelines are either in need of repair or vulnerable to political
pressures. Saudi Arabia, in particular wanted Iraq to accept Kuwait's sovereignty, a demand Iraq has satisfied. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait also want to see
Iraq's capacity for renewed aggression blunted, a demand that is difficult to
achieve from a long-term perspective. In short, the pace of Iraq's return will
depend on the interplay of decisions by Saddam Hussein, the U.N. Security
Council, the U.S. government, the Gulf producers, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and
perhapseven the Kurds in northern Iraq.
While important, these capacity expansions are not enough to place a lid on
prices as we approach the next century. The need for additional capacity expansion likely will assert itself strongly in the final years of the 1990s (table 7). The
required long-term capacity has to be in place well before 2005 if world demand
for oil is to be satisfied and oil prices are to stabilize after 2005. Will OPEC respond to this call for additional capacity expansion? Becauseof OPEC members'
cunent financial constraints and other priority expenditures, it is hard to see how
they can afford or justify investment in spare capacity now or in the foreseeable
future. A scrupulous study of OPEC will indicate that most members in the past
have shown little inclination to generate grassrootscapacity for standby purposes.
The huge spare capacity of the 1980s was not planned but spontaneous; it will
most probably not occur again or at least not in such magnitude.
Capacity expansionto the level neededfor the satisfaction of effective demand
will also face serious challenges. Above all, there is the problem of uncertainty
about world oil demand and projection of the call on OPEC oil by 2010. Various
forecasts give radically different figures and the range of this difference have
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Table7
CONTROL OF PRODUC110N BY GOVERNMENTSOF mE ORGANIZAnON OF
mE PETROLEUM EXPORnNG COUNTRIES (OPEC), RANK BASED ON
PRODUcnON OWNERSlllP, 1992

Ownership of

Rank

12
11
10
9
8

7
6
5
4
3
2

1

Country

Indonesia
Gabon
United Arab Emirates
Nigeria
Libya
Kuwait
SaudiArabia
Algeria
Venezuela
Iraq
Iran
Qatar

OperatingCompany
(%)

33.3

Ownershipof
Proouction
(%)

6.1

Volume
of Production
(thousand
barrels per day)
82

25.0

25.0

74

36.3
62.2
56.3
60.0

48.9

1,113

59.9

1,139

74.5

1,110
768

40.0

85.8
98.0

53.6

99.2

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

8,072
779
2,235

450
3,412
379

Source: Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), Annual Statistical
Bulletin (Vienna: OPEC,1992).

increased over time. Thus, the call on OPEC crude in 1995 was projected to
range between 24.9 million bId and 25.9 million bId; the corresponding figures
for 2010 are 29.1 million bId and 45.4 million bId. Assuming that the lEA
outlook is more accurate, then OPEC's production capacity must expand to about
46.7 million bId (CQ/49.4 million bId (Eq (that is, 58.2 percent over the 1993
level) for prices to remain within the projected range and for a slight excess
capacity to cover unforeseencircumstances. Yet, OPEC views the higher projections of demand for its oil with suspicion as its market share has declined over the
last 15 years, from slightly below 50 percent in 1979 to a little over 40 percent in
1994.
Next is the problem of price uncertainty. Should OPEC plan expansion on the
basis of price forecasts offered by the lEA capacity constraints case and other
price optimists ($28 by 2005) or should it listen to price pessimists who insist
current prices will fall to about $15 a barrel around the year 20001 Again, the
discrepancy is so great that it could leave even the most ardent advocates of
OPEC capacity expansion in a state of indecision. There is another fact: although
the current real price of oil in U.S. dollars stands at less than 30 percent of the
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1980 level, the non-OPEC producers (excluding the United States and FSU) have
continued to increase output. These producers may be basing their decisions on
noneconomic motives, including national security, domestic politics, and nationalism. In particular, North Sea production has doubled since the early 1980s,
despite sluggish price and increasing cost of production.
Another issue constraining OPEC's capability to meet the future demand is
access to sophisticated exploration and production techniques. As current
expansion projects focus on development drilling in existing fields or operationalization of fields already discovered, the required capacity expansion in the 2000
to 2010 decade must come from new fields that will have much higher technological and financial requirements. The technology, of course, exists; the problem
is financing its purchase, transfer, and operation. According to Dr. Subroto, the
former Secretary General of OPEC, some $500 billion will be needed for investment in the worldwide oil industry by the year 2000; OPEC alone will need $100
billion if it is to raise its current capacity of about 28 million bid to 35 million bid
by the year 2000.17 In 1994, OPEC memberswere only spending an estimated $5
billion to $6 billion a year.
OPEC economies,while remaining largely dependenton oil revenue, have been
experiencing a significant decline in their per-capita oil revenue in recent years.
In particular, with an oil revenue of $276 billion in 1981, OPEC members enjoyed a per-capita oil income of approximately $803 (or $1,300 in 1994 dollars).
By 1994, OPEC's oil income had dropped to about $140 billion, while its aggregate population had increasedto more than 480 million from 344 million in 1981,
resulting in a per-capita oil income of about $290 (table 8 and figure 10).
Meanwhile, these countries face huge budget and trade deficits and urgently need
to finance projects that result in immediate economic growth. OPEC also requires money for upgrading the oil industry's infrastructure and investing in domestic downstream oil projects to satisfy the rising internal energy consumption.
In addition, the growing and young population of OPEC members, affluent
only a few years ago and with a rising expectations, suddenly faces financial
hardships and diminished future prospects. Consequently, OPEC governments
have found themselves hard pressed to meet public satisfaction in continued
social spending. Under these conditions and with stagnant or declining oil revenues (in real terms), the fiscal challenges for OPEC members may grow in the
foreseeablefuture. Unless alternative financing schemesare devised, the financial crisis of the states could translate into a level of domestic agitation, with serious repercussionsfor the world oil markets.
Political aspectsaside, it may be difficult for some OPEC membersto generate
sufficient capital on their own to make the necessaryand timely investments in
upstream expansion projects. For example, in 1994 Saudi Arabia postponed
planned developmentsof fields in Abu Hadriya and Khurais. This capital shortage might be mitigated if foreign oil companies return to OPEC members with
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Table8
OU1LOOK FOR PER-CAPITA OIL REVENUE OF nIE ORGANIZAllON OF
nIE PETROLEUM EXPORllNG COUNTRIES (OPEC),1980-2010
(in 1992dollars)

AssumedPrice ($20/barrel)
PoRulationGrowth (1.5%/vear)
Low Demand
High Demand

AssumedPrice ($15/barrel)
Po~ulationGrowth (1.8%/vear)
Low Demand
High Demand
19801992
1995
2000
2005
2010

1,364

1,364

304
311
360
398
443

304
288
290
245

257

1,364

1,364

304
387
395
340
362

492

304
418
552
623

aActual.

Source:B. Tippee, "Questions Cloud Outlook for Oil Production Capacity Growth in the
Middle East," Oil and Gas Journal, July 11, 1994,p. 36.

Figure 10
OUn..ooK FOR PER-CAPITAOIL REVENUEOF mE ORGANIZA1l0NOF mE
PETROLEUMEXPORllNG COUNTRIES(OPEC),1980-2010.
(in 1992 dollars)
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"Based on assumedprice of $20 per barrel, population growth rate of 1.5 percent per
year, and high demand for OPEC oil.
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investmentand technology. The same oil companiesthat initially developed
OPEC oil production and many new firms seem poised to become heavily
involved in required expansionprojects. U.S. oil companies,even thosetraditionally focused on domestic operations,are now eager to make significant
investmentsin overseasupstreamand downstreamprojects. Many have already
madecommitmentsin the Middle East, the FSU, and China. For a more certain
supply condition, however, investmentsin upstreamprojects eventually must
increase,includingin Iran andIraq.
The psychologybehind nationalizationis also changing for both OPEC
governmentsand internationaloil companies;the former see it now in a less
favorablelight than in the 1960sand 1970s,while the latter are increasinglyless
hostile to the idea of host governmentcontrol of output. As a result, most oil
analystsexpectthe gradualremovalof obstaclesto foreign investmentin OPEC
members. Already,a numberof joint ventureshavebeenformed in downstream
projects. The trend is further encouragedby the prevalenceof privatizationand
free marketideasin countrieswith major oil reserves. While the 1980sand the
early years of the 1990swere characterizedby the vertical integrationof the
national oil companiesof the producingcountries,the late 1990sand the early
part of the next centurymayfocus on horizontalintegrationof majorand smaller
oil companiesmovingbackinto OPEC'supstream. For the first time in the past
16 years, Iran is welcominglarge-scaleforeign participationin harnessingits
untappedor undertappedreserves(table9).
If appropriateformulasare found for foreign oil companies'equityparticipation, capital constraintscould be significantlymitigated. Currenttrendsindicate
that joint venturesbetweenforeign and national oil companiesmight become
increasinglypopular in upstreamprojects. Venezuelahas begunto changeits
policy of foreign investmentin oil output. In early 1994, the Venezuelan
Congressdebateda new proposalfor a-production-sharingcontract that would
govern the participation of foreign firms in the production of Venezuelanoil.
OtherOPEC membersripe for increasedforeigninvestmentincludeQatar,Algeria, and Iran. Iran now allows foreign participationin major downstreamprojects,includingpetrochemicals,
and mayprivatizegasolinestationsin preparation
for further similar initiatives in refining and upstreamprojects.IS In 1995, Iran
granteda billion-dollar offshoreproductioncontractto Conoco,but the company
withdrew from the deal underpressurefrom the Ointon Administration, which
subsequently
bannedall investmentandtradebetweenU.S. firms andIran.19
Yet, constraintson foreign investmentsremainand in most casesare institutionalizedin nationalisticlaws or political cultures; it could take years, in some
countries,to changethem. For example,while Kuwait does have some joint
venturesnow, in 1995 the Kuwaiti SupremeOil Council rejectedany revenuesharingarrangementwith foreignoil companies.As economicsanctionsagainst
Iran, Iraq, and Libya indicate,suchconstraintsare far from one-sided;the United
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Table9
PRODU~ERS' DOWNSTREAM INTEGRAll0N
Activity!

Company

Acquisitio*
Joint ven
Joint vent$
Joint ven
Contract
Joint venture

Gulf Oil, Ultramar
Veba,Nyn~, Citgo, Champlin
Texaoo
Tamoil, Hollbom
Arco, Sun,Mapco,Petromed,ERT
Cespa

Country

Kuwait
Venezuela
SaudiArabia
Libya
Nigeria
Abu Dhabi

Region
Europe,U.S.
Europe,U.S.
U.S.
Europe

Europe,U.S.
Europe

Source:M. SalehShaikhAJi, "Need for Refining CapacityCreatesOpportunities for Producers in Middle East," Oil and~ Journal, July 11, 1994,p. 38.

Stateshas beenincreasin y usingthe oil weaponagainstMiddle Easternproducers in an attemptto extra t political concessions.Ironically, however,the political agendaputs pressure n future oil prices, makingprospectiveinvestorseven
moredeterminedto seeki vestmentdealsin Gulf oil fields. Moreover,the everrising numberof enviro ental regulationsand taxes in the major consuming
[
e and price uncertainty
for the producing countries
marketscreatesfuture vo
and oil companies.

This

uncertainty

not only adds to the upstream

investment

risks, but further drains the capital flow neededto generatenew production
capacity. Moreover,a n ber of OPEC producersare not immuneto political
uncertaintiesincluding c4rtain Islamic movements. Finally, the current ArabIsraeli peaceprocessis ~ welcomedevelopment,but it remainsvulnerableto
grassrootsoppositionas ivas demonstrated
by the assassination
of Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin* November1995. Thus far, the processlargely has
beenrestrictedto reconcling differencesamongpolitical leaders;for a lasting
peace,a morecomprehe ive approachneedsto be introducedgradually.

Geopolitics ofMiddle E4w Oil

~

Political stability an international political influences are critical for the
success of capacity expa ion within OPEC. In turn, oil has affected domestic
politics and the world 0 r in many ways. Oil politics has, indeed, been respon~ nial rivalry and domination, and various foreign policy
sible for several wars, CO
doctrines. Until the seco d World War, oil maintained its strategic importance for
the military sector, paTti ularly in the West. With the development of ballistic
missiles and nuclear w~pons in the Cold War period, oil became increasingly
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strategic for economic development. With rising oil demand, especially in East
Asia, new challenges face OPEC and the Gulf producers. China is among the
countries certain to become increasingly dependenton the Gulf, and India will be
on the list very soon. The West's preoccupation with international politics around
the Gulf and political stability in major oil-producing nations is thus
understandable.
Judgmentas to presentand future sources and volumes of oil production is at
the heart of oil geopolitics. Over the next 50 to 100 years, oil-importing countries
will increasingly buy their oil from the largest producers, predominantly in the
Gulf region (tables 4 and 10). Although in the past 15 years competition and
market forces have played a significant role in the oil trade, the future producers
will, as in the past, seek political alliances with buyer governments to increase
price stability and revenue predictability. Some will also seek to influence prices
by other means, including cartel actions, particularly if the membership in OPEC
drops (Ecuador has left and Gabon is expected to leave in 1996). Most OPEC
producers, however, need to worry about political and economic stability. If they
undergo political change, the West will want to control that change. For the West,
political stability is most important in the Arabian peninsula states. In Algeria,
Libya, Iran, Iraq, and Indonesia, political conditions remain vQlatile and highly
uncertain as to possible ideological orientation.
""
Beyond that, it is hard to measure the potential impact of political instability
on the flow of oil. When the 1979 Islamic Revolution toppled the Shah of Iran,
the country turned inward, closing its remarkable resourcesto foreign investment.
Some 16 years later, Iran is inviting the Westernpress and oil analysts to periodic
demonstrations of their growing ability to produce. Moreover, foreign investment
in offshore production is already in progress, and Tehran's willingness to allow
U.S. firms to participate was demonstrated by the aborted Conoco deal. Meanwhile, the governmentis propagating a theory of consumer-producer cooperation
in the world oil market and has made every attempt to reintegrate Iran's oil sector
into world energy markets.~ Whether a similar Islamic revolution could take
place elsewherein OPEC membersis doubtful. But even if it were to happen, it
is very improbable that the affected oil would be taken off the market for long. If
the Iranian experience is any indication, the dependenceon oil revenue and on
Western markets for most of their basic needs would force the leadership in
OPEC states to quickly return to oil export markets. This brings us to the sensitive and widely misunderstood question of "the Islamic threat" to the political
stability and the West's oil interests in the Middle East.
The perceived "Islamic threat" is, in fact, rooted in a set of objective and
subjective factors that include both real and imaginary sources?1 The fictitious
side of this perceived threat is largely a product of certain media misconceptions
and pundits who explain the present-daytension betweenthe Westernand Muslim
worlds as partly reflecting an alleged classical Islamic view that regards the two
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Table10
SUSTAINABILITY OF CURRENT OIL PRODUCTION
Next 10 Years
United States
Canada

United Kingdom
Australia
Angola
Indonesiaa
Colombia
Egypt
Argentina
Norway
Ecuador
Oman

Next 50 Years

Next 100Years

Longer

Brazil
Russia
Malaysia

Azerbaijan
Yemen
Mexico
IranWorldb

Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan
Kazakhstan
VenezuelaSaudiArabiaUnited Arab EmiratesIraqTunisia
Kuwait-

Qatara

Algeriaa
Nigeriaa
India
China
Ukraine
Libyaa
Brunei
Romania

"Membersof the Organizationof the PetroleumExporting Countries.
bAggregate sustainability of total current world production, assumingcontinuous efficient
production.
Source:M. A. Conant,"Geopolitics of Oil," Geopoliticsof Energy,July 1, 1994,p. 3.

as inherently inimical. One must not, however, underestimatethe significance of
an objective basis for the West's concern about current Islamic movements in the
Middle East in the post-Cold War era: accessto oil and maintenance of stability.
Some three-fourths of the world's oil reservesare located in the Muslim world,
where the majority of the population has become poorer and lives in a state of
spiritual unrest. Some two-thirds of these reservesare in the Gulf region, where
regimes face problems ranging from economic malaise to political instability.
The Gulf reserves will last from 50 to 150 years-the longest among the known
world oil reserves-and cost the least to produce. As the analysis here has
shown, the West will continue to depend on this oil for decades to come for a
significant portion of its energy needs, making the importing economies potentially vulnerable to disruptions in the supply from the region.
Yet, the West's dependencyon the flow of oil from Muslim countries must be
viewed in relation to an equally critical dependencyof the Muslim producers on
oil-generated revenues and on the Western markets for many years to come.
Almost all petroleum-exporting states face tremendouseconomic challenges and
many depend on oil revenue for 90 percent or more of their foreign-exchange
earnings. Oil revenue is needed to pay for a ballooning imports bill for food,
industrial inputs, military purchases,and debt servicing among other foreign obligations. From the more affluent Saudi Arabia and other Arab Gulf states to the
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poorer Egypt and Algeria, the war-devastated Iran and Iraq, and to the more radical Libya, this dependencyon oil revenue is such that it is impossible for any of
these states-even if they were to fall in the hands of so-called Islamic radicals as
in Iran-to use oil as a weapon against the West. Ironically, it is now the United
States that is using oil as a political weapon, a policy that is evident in its
economic embargoes against Iraq, Iran, and Libya.
A closer look at the geographic distribution of Muslim oil reserves shows that
there is even less cause for concern on the part of the West. In general, countries
in which Islamic movements are strong or radical are also those whose oil
production is not critical for the West, such as Egypt, Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan,
and the Sudan. In contrast, in the Muslim nations whose oil output is critical for
the West, Islamic movementsare either weak or follow a moderate ideology, e.g.,
Saudi Arabia and other, smaller Arab Gulf states. Algeria remains a boiling pot,
and it could see radicalism of historic proportion under certain scenarios. Libya
is largely neutralized; Iraq is devastatedand lives in uncertainty; Syria is becoming increasingly moderate; and Iran is playing a waiting game while the struggle
among various political factions continues.
Although no single Muslim state can challenge the West's accessto oil, as was
well demonstrated during the crisis of Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, the prevailing
conditions make the formation of a common Islamic front even more unlikely.
Significant differences exist among Persians,Arabs, and Turks or betweenShiites
and Sunnis. Ideological rivalries among Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Iraq have
prevented a unified stance within OPEC that might have influenced oil prices
upward; while each is in search of higher oil income, their political and security
actions continue to restrain the linking of their otherwise common and long-term
interests. None of these geopolitical aspects of world oil demand can be masked
by market forces. Equally unlikely in the foreseeablefuture are such scenarios as
external aggressive designsand a local dispute escalating into an open war. The
Iraqi blunder here serves as a good lesson to any potential challenger. Thus,
unless the political stability in the Middle East is disturbed drastically, the West
need not be overly concerned about the Islamic oil threat.
The rub, of course, is that the unexpected can happen, and if it does, the West
could experience some shocks in the medium term. From the perspective of oil
security, Saudi Arabia is the key country for the West. Kuwait and other Arab
Gulf states are also important to the West's well-being when military sales, the
Arab-Israeli peace process, and other Western strategic interests are considered.
These states are only somewhat vulnerable to the Islamic opposition and external
pressures. In the long term, however, no serious threat will exist to the flow of
reasonably priced oil to the industrialized nations. In general, Egypt and Turkey
are even more important to Western security. Egypt's Islamic movement could
become a trend-setter for the Arab world, while the movement in Turkey could
influence Muslims in Central Asia.
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From the West's perspective,therefore, preservingstability seemslogical.
However, the status quo is often cited as a source of radicalismand Islamic
fundamentalism
in the Middle East. While anIslamic alternativewould not seem
to serveWesterninterests,any"prematurepressure,"advisesBernardLewis, will
lead to destabilization,"not by democraticopposition,but by other forces that
then proceed to establish a more ferocious and detennineddictatorship."22
Examplesinclude Iran and the Sudan. What, then,doesthe Westneedto do? To
go slow,to influenceeventsat the margin,recommendsJudithMiller.~
Giventhe U.S. foreign policy mindsetat present,it is unlikely that the United
Stateswill pursuean initiatory path in the mediumtenDbut will continueto react
to events.Accordingly,and givenrivalries amongkey Gulf producers,the United
Stateswill perfonn as the region'spolicemanin the foreseeablefuture. Surprising to thosewho saw anti-communism
as the driving force of all U.S. policy, the
end of the Cold War did little to diminish U.S. interestin the stability of the
Middle East. With the Sovietmenacegone,the focusof U.S. foreignpolicy is the
containmentof unfriendly countries. Indeed,U.S. military involvementin the
Middle Easthas beenincreasingin intensitysincethe end of the Cold War with
the goal of support for Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, and
Omanagainstregimesin control of Iraq and Iran. DesertStonn showedthat so
long as U.S. armed forces can be called upon as trouble-shooters,there is no
reasonto worry aboutoil dependency.However,the real questionis whetherthis
approachis sustainableoverthe longtenD.
Implications for I ntemational Cooperation
World oil demand is rising and this leaves us in the "oil age" not "the beginning of the end of oil," as a 1990 article in Fortune claimed.24 Yet in 1995,
Fortune published an article that spoke of the "oil bonanza" and "glorious
investment opportunities" in the oil sector.2S Moreover, although world proven
reserves continue to expand as technology develops, this does not automatically
translate into increased production capacity.
Proven oil reservesnow stand at an all-time high, yet the global utilization rate
of available production capacity is close to 95 percent. There needs to be
increased investment in the right places and with no substantial delay. The
market has adjustment mechanismsand, at some point perhaps with long delay,
higher oil prices will induce investors to take on major production projects.
However, the time factor is critical because it usually takes about seven years to
develop new fields. What makes the concern even more critical is the fact that the
bulk of growth in world oil demand has to be met by output increases from
OPEC, particularly from the Gulf. Because of financial limitations, it is difficult
to believe that the OPEC governmentscan respond adequatelyto this call without
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foreign investment, heavy borrowing, and technology transfer. With oil prices
low in real terms, the mutual understandingand cooperation that is neededamong
major players in the world oil market may not develop automatically. A more
conscious effort is needed,one that looks to the well-being of producers, consumers, and oil companies alike. The first requirement would be a complete change
of attitude among theseplayers, from a zero-sum game to one of mutual benefits.
The emerging multipolar world could encourage this new approach by placing
long-term mutual economic considerationsabove opportunistic political priorities
or short-term, one-time economic gains.
To begin, the West's perception of OPEC as a menacing cartel needs greater
reality. As one oil analyst has put it: "OPEC is currently the principal institutional factor keeping world oil prices at a high enough level to permit replacement
of depleting reserveseven in relatively high-cost areas, such as the U.S."~ If the
hypothetical marginal output cost were to set the price of oil, it would most likely
be half the 1994 level, hardly profitable for many producers, particularly those
outside OPEC. Because OPEC allows the least efficient producers to survive, it
makes a "super-profit." Yet, this income is by no means unjustified given the
growth effect of OPEC oil revenue on Western economies and the revenue
requirements of OPEC members for capacity expansion, infrastructural projects,
and welfare spending.
What is neededis a "reciprocal supply-demand security" system. The OPEC
producers need "demand security," which means predictable and unimpeded
access to stable markets at fair prices. Consuming governments should not
attempt to limit this demand, and any indirect intelVention in market demand (say,
through targeted energy taxation) should be kept to a minimum. A major concern
of OPEC members has been Western governments' attempts to impose an additional gasoline tax. In 1990, for example, average excise taxes levied on a barrel
of oil in Western Europe was $49 and $39 in Japan. Net receipts from taxation
of oil products in the West is higher than the export earnings of the oil-exporting
countries. Such taxes can have a negative impact on OPEC oil demand. Other
demand-limiting measures include export duties, energy conservation policy,
investment in alternative fuels, and environmental regulations. Naturally, OPEC
producers wish to see such measures handled with a rational and reasoned

approach.
An even more troubling factor in producing-consuming countries' relations has
been the uncertainty that the lack of "data transparency" causes. This is despite
the fact that in recent times, data transparencyhas increaseddue to the growth of
the futures market and telecommunication networks. In particular, consuming
nations often fail to provide timely information on the size and composition of
their demand or on the direction of their future energy policy. Building strategic
reserves and maintaining secrecy about their size are also part of this communication problem. Oil companies and producing nations contribute as well to the
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problem of uncertainty by withholding infonnation about their operations and
future plans. Here, closer cooperation betweenprivate oil companies in the West
and national oil companies in producing nations can be helpful. The recognition
of the growing interdependencybetween the upstream and downstream segments
of the oil markets has become critical for maintaining demand security. This
latter concern is being addressed increasingly in the debate for reintegration of
international oil markets and the need for increasedcompetition.
Demand security should result in a level of price stability and revenue predictability for OPEC governments.v While price should not just follow free market
forces, revenue needsshould reflect reasonableeconomic requirementsand calculations. Saudi Arabia and Iran have moved from pressing for higher prices in
return for a larger market share and more stable revenues. For example, Saudi
Arabia no longer will accept the "swing producer" role and thus protect its
market share, while Iran's entrance into the futures markets and attempts to
eliminate intennediaries in favor of direct crude contracts with major oil companies are designed to result in revenue stability. To achieve the desired stability,
OPEC members should cooperate among themselvesand collaborate with market
forces as well. This goal may seem elusive at present but may be "doable." If
attained even minimally, it could help eliminate a degree of "spontaneous chaos"
at the market place that usually results from competition between short-tenn and
long-tenn interests of OPEC members. Iran and Saudi Arabia, the largest OPEC
producers, would benefit from a modicum of coordination of their policies.
For the consuming nations to provide a level of demand security to the producers, they should receive an element of supply security in return. The concept
requires OPEC to guarantee an adequate and steady flow of oil at reasonable
prices to its consumers. The idea is already built into OPEC's charter and could
be implemented. Data transparency about production and future plans is a major
requirement as well. The OPEC states could also refrain from opportunistic
moves designedto make very short-tenn gains in time of major crises. Maintaining an adequate cushion of spare capacity can go a long way to assure consumers
of supply security and price stability at reasonable levels. Storing oil close to
consumer markets is another means of achieving this objective. Investment in
upstream projects is a critical measure for providing supply security to consuming countries and could also ease financing constraints on capacity expansion for
OPEC.
Capacity expansion in OPEC will require foreign investment by the global
industry. However, unless such investmentsproduce a reasonable return to their
investors and have guaranteed profit repatriation, they will not be made. While
the rate may be established in competitive tenns, the security matter is one that
requires particular contractual relations. Oil companies are now asking for equity
participation in largely nationalized industries. Some OPEC members have found
ways to accommodate such demands in a politically safe manner. Joint ventures
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are becoming more common and service contrac~ and production sharing are also
popular. Under the latter arrangement, producing governmen~ put up the oil
fields as their contribution to the arrangement, yet maintain control and make
reasonablerevenues.
However, major obstacles remain. Constrain~ on foreign investmen~ are
institutionalized in most OPEC members,and in some casesit might take years to
change them. Moreover, the ever-rising number of environmental regulations and
taxes in the major consuming marke~ createsfuture uncertainty for the producing
countries and oil companies. This uncertainty, difficult to avoid, not only adds to
the upstream investment risks and cost but also drains the cash flow needed to
generate new production capacity. Current concern with political instability in
some OPEC governmen~ has become an additional inhibiting factor. To mitigate
this concern, efforts could be made to realize regional peace, controlled political
change, and economic justice. Additional measures could include a role for the
World Bank in securing foreign investment in OPEC oil similar to the role this
organization plays in international borrowing by developing countries.
Gulf oil will remain strategic in the future, and the industrialized countries are
expected to take measuresnecessaryto control i~ flow and prices. Of particular
concern is the increasing use of oil as a weapon by the United States, a trend that
will be accentuatedif the U.S. Congresswere to insist on economic sanctions as a
foreign policy tool. Therefore, the politics of oil policy will continue to be central
in the future of the Gulf. As major producers, Iran and Saudi Arabia are bound
to remain vulnerable to global oil politics, and the interstate aspect of the politics
will play itself out within OPEC.
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